THE EHESS FRANCE-JAPAN FOUNDATION LECTURE SERIES

Ito PENG (Toronto University)
Visiting professor at the EHESS
May 7th – May 27th 2014
Preregistration is highly recommended at: ffj@ehess.fr

ABOUT THE SPEAKER

Ito Peng is the Professor of Sociology and Public Policy at the Department of Sociology and the School of Public Policy and Governance, and the Director of the Centre for Global Social Policy. She teaches political sociology and comparative public policy, specializing in family and gender policies and comparative welfare states. She has written extensively on gender, labour market, and political economy of social policy reforms in East Asia.

Professor Peng is currently the Principal Investigator of the SSHRC funded international Partnership Research project called Gender, Migration and the Work of Care, that examines how reorganization of care influences government policies and global migration of care workers, and how migration in turn shapes on social policies and care.

PROGRAM

Wednesday 7 May 2014, 3:00 pm-7:00 pm.
"Gender, Care and Migration in North and South-East Asia" in the framework of Esopp-CRH seminar series "Histoire sociale et politique des populations"
Venue: EHESS Campus Le France (190 avenue de France, 75013), Salle du conseil B (on the first basement level)

Tuesday 20 May 2014, 11:00 am-1:00 pm.
The FFJ Special Lecture - “The Global Asia: Social and Economic Changes and Labour market dualization in Japan and South Korea” in collaboration with the Réseau Asie
Discussant: Bruno Palier (Sciences Po)
Venue: EHESS, Campus Le France, (190 avenue de France, 75013, Paris), Room 638.

Wednesday 21 May 2014, 1:00 pm-3:00 pm.
"Social and Demographic Changes in East Asia and their implications for Social Policies” in the framework of Sébastien Lechevalier's seminar series "Capitalismes asiatiques: diversité et changement institutionnel"
Venue: EHESS Campus Raspail (105 bd Raspail, 75006), Salle 2.

Tuesday 27 May 2014, 1:00 pm-3:00 pm.
"New social investment policies in Japan and South Korea" in the framework of Yohann Aucante's seminar series "Comparaison internationale des réformes de la protection sociale"
Venue: EHESS Campus Raspail (105 Bd Raspail, 75006), Salle 8.

For more information, please visite our site: http://ffj.ehess.fr or contact us at: ffj@ehess.fr